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I SPI1 something needed for B cells
Lara Wahlster1,2,3 and Vijay G. Sankaran1,2,3

In this issue, Le Coz et al. (2021. J. Exp. Med. https://doi.org/10.1084/jem.20201750) describe a novel immunodeficiency
syndrome caused by mutations in SPI1. Through a series of in-depth studies, the authors provide insights into how SPI1 affects
blood lineage specification, highlighting the important role of master transcription factors as cellular fate determinants.

Hematopoiesis, the process of blood cell
production, consists of multiple highly or-
chestrated steps controlled by networks of
transcription factors (TFs) that establish
distinct cellular programs (Göttgens, 2015;
Liggett and Sankaran, 2020). The activation
of lineage-specific transcriptional programs
is tightly governed by master hematopoietic
TFs. Here, by using exome sequencing, Le
Coz et al. (2021) examine a series of pa-
tients with agammaglobulinemia—a condi-
tion characterized by a paucity of B
lymphocytes and therefore defective hu-
moral immunity—and identify six unre-
lated patients with heterozygous germline
mutations in the SPI1 gene, which encodes
the hematopoietic master TF PU.1.

Le Coz et al. (2021) define the clinical and
molecular phenotype of this novel inherited
PU.1 haploinsufficiency syndrome, which
they term PU.1-mutated agammaglobuline-
mia (PU.MA). PU.1 is a key transcriptional
regulator required in the development of
multiple hematopoietic lineages (Scott et al.,
1994). Somatic mutations in SPI1 have been
reported in the context of acute myeloid
leukemia (AML; Pabst and Mueller, 2007),
however germline variants impacting
human SPI1 have not been previously
identified. Mouse models of Spi1-deficient
hematopoiesis indicate a crucial role for
PU.1 in early lineage commitment, differ-
entiation of multiple myeloid lineages, as
well as B cell development. However, the
precise effect of SPI1 loss on human hema-
topoiesis has remained unknown. PU.1 has

been shown to have multifaceted roles in
hematopoiesis, with reduced PU.1 levels
causing B cell developmental arrest, but
other specific PU.1 perturbations can favor
B cell over myeloid lineage development
(DeKoter et al., 2007; Heinz et al., 2013;
Houston et al., 2007). By providing com-
prehensive phenotypic data, Le Coz et al.
(2021) help clarify some of the prior ob-
servations on the dosage-dependent role
of PU.1 in hematopoietic lineage specifi-
cation. The authors perform detailed im-
mune phenotyping and transcriptional
profiling of blood and bone marrow cells
from PU.MA patients and observe a sig-
nificant reduction of circulating B cells and
dendritic cells, as well as a B cell matura-
tion arrest.

To selectively examine the impact of
PU.1 perturbation on human hematopoiesis,
the investigators employed CRISPR/Cas9
editing of the SPI1 locus in human cord
blood–derived hematopoietic stem and pro-
genitor cells, which were then differentiated
toward T cells, B cells, and myeloid pre-
cursors. Using these SPI1-edited hemato-
poietic stem and progenitor cells as a model
system for human hematopoiesis in the
setting of PU.MA, the authors demonstrate
that biallelic PU.1 expression is critical for
B cell and myeloid cell development. Ex-
amining patient bone marrow cells by cel-
lular indexing of transcriptomes and epitope
sequencing, Le Coz et al. (2021) identify the
B cell developmental defect in the pro– to
pre–B cell transition. On a molecular level,

mutant heterozygous SPI1 alleles were con-
firmed to result in destabilized, transcrip-
tionally inert PU.1 proteins that do not
appear to exert dominant negative effects.
Finally, to examine the epigenetic and tran-
scriptional effects of PU.1 haploinsufficiency,
the authors employ the assay for transposase-
accessible chromatin using sequencing and
RNA-sequencing on edited human pro–B cell
lines. Integrating these results, the authors
demonstrate that the deleterious effects of
PU.1 haploinsufficiency on early B cell de-
velopment appear to be predominately me-
diated by constrained chromatin accessibility,
resulting in transcriptional changes that dis-
rupt critical pro–B cell gene expression pat-
terns. Pioneer TFs are characterized by
having the unique property of enabling the
opening of previously closed chromatin sites
that then enable activation of specific cellular
programs (Mayran et al., 2019). The findings
by Le Coz et al. (2021) further underscore the
key role of PU.1 as a pioneer TF (Iwafuchi-Doi
and Zaret, 2014; Minderjahn et al., 2020).
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The authors report a novel monogenic
cause of a congenital blood disorder in-
volving a master TF, thereby providing im-
portant phenotypic and molecular insight
into the physiological roles of the SPI1 gene
in human hematopoiesis and extending the
range of hematopoietic master TFs that are
altered in disease. This report illustrates
how deciphering rare congenital blood and
immune disorders holds potential to gain
fundamental insights into how cellular fate
decisions in hematopoiesis are regulated. By
adding to a growing list of hematopoietic
master TFs that are mutated in inherited
human diseases, including BCL11A, BCL11B,
ETV6, FLI1, GATA1, GATA2, GFI1, GFI1B, IRF4,
IRF8, IZKF1, IFZK5, MECOM, PAX5, RUNX1,
and TBX21, many distinct and important
phenotypes have been noted, including
those that diverge from the observations
made in knockout mice (Liggett and
Sankaran, 2020). While some differ-
ences may be due to interspecies variation,
disease-causing alleles can be distinct from
complete knockout, particularly in the con-
text of haploinsufficiency where unique re-
quirements for specific master TFs may only
become apparent after in depth study of
human phenotypes. For example, while
BCL11A is known to play a key role in B

lymphopoiesis, humanswith haploinsufficiency
of this factor have persistent fetal hemo-
globin expression and neurodevelopmental
phenotypes, but appear to have ostensibly
normal humoral immunity (Basak et al.,
2015).

This concept of pleiotropy and distinct
phenotypes compared with mouse models is
nicely illustrated for PU.MA syndrome (see
figure). The current report defines B cell
developmental arrest and absence of circu-
lating dendritic cells as the principal path-
ological feature of the human phenotype of
PU.1 haploinsufficiency. Compared with
prior studies in model systems, some dis-
tinct differences are notable (DeKoter et al.,
2007; Heinz et al., 2013; Houston et al.,
2007; Ye et al., 2005). Studies in mouse
models have suggested more global roles for
PU.1 across different aspects of hematopoi-
esis. Further study of these and other
patients that will likely be uncovered fol-
lowing this report may shed light on addi-
tional roles in earlier hematopoiesis that
may not have been fully elucidated yet. The
detailed insights from mouse models har-
boring PU.1 mutations are likely to provide
key guidance on aspects of hematopoiesis
that are important to examine in depth in
these patients (see figure). In addition,

none of the PU.MA patients reported here
have developed AML or other hematologic
malignancies. In mouse models, even slight
reductions in PU.1 expression can induce
transformation to AML (Will et al.,
2015). While the absence of malignan-
cies in the reported six patients is in-
triguing, this finding requires cautious
interpretation and close follow-up, given
the low number of PU.MA patients re-
ported and the unknown latency to de-
velop malignancies.

This study highlights several key points
that will be important to address in the fu-
ture. First, from a broad perspective, it is
clear that genome sequencing of patients
impacted by blood and immune disorders
will enable even more discoveries that pro-
vide further insights on the role of hema-
topoietic master TFs in regulating cellular
fate decisions. As nicely illustrated here,
some surprising observations are likely to
be made that diverge from roles ascribed
from studies in mice or other model sys-
tems. Second, the study also highlights the
need for in-depth mechanistic studies that
often may rely upon genome editing
and other molecular tools that enable re-
ductionist and well-controlled isogenic
analyses. Third, the study also highlights
a key area for future investigation: what
underlies pleiotropy in such diseases.
While some of the underlying variation
may be due to genotype–phenotype rela-
tionships in mutant alleles, other factors
such as background genetic variation are
increasingly being appreciated to have a
role in modulating presumed Mendelian
phenotypes (Vuckovic et al., 2020). It is
likely that additional patients with SPI1
mutations may be uncovered following
this report, and the range of phenotypes
observed will be important to fully assess
and integrate with our current knowl-
edge. As nicely illustrated here, studies of
rare human phenotypes are continuing to
provide important new lessons on the
seemingly well understood process of
hematopoiesis.
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